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RAMALLAH: A Palestinian man shot in clashes with Israeli forces in October
has died of his wounds, the health ministry in the occupied West Bank said on
Saturday.
Mohammed Shreyteh, 28, had been shot in the head during the clashes that took
place on October 26 in the West Bank.
At the time, witnesses said the violence erupted when Israeli settlers came
to visit a site near the West Bank village of Al-Mazraa Al-Gharbiya, and that
Palestinians pelted them with stones.
Israeli forces then intervened and fired tear gas and ammunition at the
Palestinians, according to the witnesses.
The Israeli army accused Palestinians of instigating a “riot” during which
they allegedly “set off fireworks and hurled rocks” at troops and border
police.
The military responded with “riot dispersal means and fired in accordance
with standard operation procedures,” it said.
During those clashes another Palestinian, Othman Ladawda, 33, was killed, the
health ministry in the West Bank said at the time.
He was hit with live ammunition, with the bullet piercing organs in his lower
abdomen, the ministry said.
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BEIRUT: The leader of the Lebanese Shiite group Hezbollah insisted that one
of its Sunni allies be given a portfolio in a new Lebanese cabinet, and
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indicated it would be ready to go back to square one in negotiating a
government if necessary.
In a televised speech on Saturday, Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah also warned Israel
that his Iranian-backed group would respond to any attack on Lebanon and
urged his country to withstand diplomatic pressure over its rocket arsenal.
Hezbollah’s demand for one of its Sunni allies be given a portfolio in the
new Lebanese government is at the heart of a row that has obstructed a final
agreement six months since a parliamentary election.
The formation of a new government is necessary before any moves can be made
toward fiscal reforms which the International Monetary Fund said in June are
needed immediately to improve debt sustainability.
Hezbollah says one of its Sunni allies must be represented in the government
to reflect their election gains.
But Prime Minister-designate Saad Al-Hariri, who is Lebanon’s main Sunni
politician and enjoys Western backing, has ruled out allocating any of his
cabinet seats to them.
Lebanon’s political system requires government positions to be allotted along
sectarian lines.
Nasrallah said rejecting a Sunni ally from its “March 8” camp amounted to
exclusion of a section of Lebanese.
“We were sincere when we spoke of a national unity government. There is no
national logic, or moral logic, or legal logic … for anyone in Lebanon to
come out and say ‘it is forbidden for the March 8 Sunnis to be represented in
the Lebanese government,” Nasrallah said.
“If it is forbidden, come let’s talk again from the start,” he said, adding:
“We don’t want conflict, or tension, or escalation.”
President Michel Aoun vowed earlier on Saturday to find a solution to the
problem. Though a political ally of Hezbollah, Aoun has sided with Hariri in
the row.
Hezbollah, groups and individuals that support its possession of weapons won
more than 70 of the 128 seats in the May 6 parliamentary election.
Hezbollah is proscribed as a terrorist group by the United States. The group
last fought a major conflict with Israel in 2006, since when it has grown
militarily stronger as a major participant in the Syrian war.
Nasrallah said Israel had recently tried to increase pressure over the
group’s rocket arsenal and to create “a state of intimidation and threat that
if this matter is not dealt with, it (Israel) will deal with it.” Israel had
used “the Americans and even some European states” in this effort, he said.
“I say to Lebanon that it must bear this level of diplomatic pressure,”
Nasrallah said. “Any attack on Lebanon, any air strikes on Lebanon or
bombardment — we will certainly respond,” he said.
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Turkey orders 103 soldiers arrested in
Gulen probe
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Fri, 2018-11-09 22:36

ISTANBUL: Turkish prosecutors ordered the detention of 103 soldiers with
suspected links to the US-based cleric accused of orchestrating a failed coup
in mid-2016, state-owned Anadolu news agency said on Friday.

Police have carried out regular sweeps against alleged supporters of the
preacher Fethullah Gulen since the coup attempt of July 2016, in which 250
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people were killed. Gulen denies involvement.

In the latest operation, in Istanbul and 31 other provinces, police have so
far detained 74 people, Anadolu said.

The 103 suspects, all on active service, include colonels and lieutenant
colonels, it said, adding that an investigation had shown they had
communicated over fixed-line and pay telephones.

Authorities said members of the alleged Gulen network communicated via
payphones.

Turkey’s Western allies have criticized the crackdown, which mostly took
place under a state of emergency declared shortly after the coup attempt and
remained in effect until July 2018.

Erdogan’s critics accuse him of using the failed putsch as a pretext to quash
dissent. 

Turkey says the measures are necessary to combat threats to national
security.
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ANKARA: Ankara officially announced on Friday the opening of a new border
crossing between Turkey and the northwestern Syrian city of Afrin.

The aim of this direct gate, which has been operational since Thursday, will
be to increase, fasten and facilitate the supply of humanitarian and
reconstruction aid to the region. It will also boost economic transactions in
Afrin.

In proximity to Hamam village in the west of Jinderes, the border gate is
called “Olive Branch” with reference to Turkey’s cross-border
counterterrorism operation in Afrin which was conducted between January-March
this year to clear the region from Syrian Kurdish YPG militia and Daesh
terrorists.

Currently there are ten land and three rail custom gates between Turkey and
Syria, while only seven of them are operational.

So far, Turkey’s humanitarian assistance to the region has consisted of
delivery food, fruits and vegetables, drinking water, matrasses, blankets,
hygiene kits, clothes, and packages of diapers to about 300,000 civilians in
Afrin.

Turkey has ensured to distribution of food and personal care items to Afrin
through dozens of aid distribution centers it established in the region.

Ömer Özkizilcik, analyst and editor at Suriye Gündemi (Syrian Agenda) news
website, said the new Olive Branch border crossing to the Afrin region has
primarily logistic and administrative reason behind its construction.

“Until now, supplies to Afrin from Turkey were usually sent via Azaz. With
the new border crossing, Turkey aims to increase its ability to supply Afrin
with humanitarian aids and also to accelerate Turkish reconstruction efforts
into the region,” he told Arab News.

“While local councils in Euphrates Shield areas are supported by the south-
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eastern Gaziantep governorate of Turkey, local councils in Afrin are
supported by the southern Hatay governorate. With the new opened border
crossing, the Hatay governorate will firstly have a direct link to Afrin,”
Ozkizilcik added.

The new border crossing will also enable the local residents of Afrin to
boost their economic transactions by sending their locally produced items
directly into Turkey, and will boost the regional economy, experts underline.

Wealth, combined with the relative calm in the region, is expected to
increase the appeal of Afrin and to encourage needy refugees for returning
home.

According to Ozkizilcik, another perspective behind the border crossing is
the possibility for Syrian refugees inside Turkey to cross directly into
their hometowns in the Afrin region under the supervision of Turkish
authorities.

“All in all, Turkey is further improving its influence in northern Syria,” he
added.

Sinan Hatahet, an expert on Syria at Al Sharq Forum in Istanbul, thinks that
this is rather an administrative decision rather than political.

“Previously the aid was passing through Kilis border gate, and now the
humanitarian aid and trade flows will be directly transferred from Hatay to
Afrin. It could incur faster, quicker and more lucrative trade flows,” he
told Arab News.

Bedir Mulla Rashid, a Syrian analyst from Omran Center for Strategic Studies
in Istanbul, said the border gate would also help meeting the logistical
needs for the troops and officers deployed in the region.

“Since it is near to Jindires it will be a chance for more exchange of goods
inside Syria between areas of Olive Branch operation and Idlib province. And
Afrin city local council is performing better after electing Said Sulaiman,”
Rashid told Arab News.

According to Rashid, since the announcement came from the Turkish Trade
Minister, it means that more efforts will be done to increase trade in the
area in general especially in terms of agricultural products and textile.

“Afrin is a rich area in terms of olive and grain. The relative safety of
Afrin region during the civil war also encouraged many cloth manufacturers in
Aleppo to move their products to Afrin. And now they can either do their
trade with Turkish market or export through it to other regional markets,” he
added.

However, Rashid does not think the opening of this border gate will trigger a
significant returnee wave from Turkey back to Afrin for now.

“Till now many of groups linked to Free Syrian Army (FSA) are based in the
cities and villages of Afrin, and some of them are doing some violations like



imposing high taxes on goods and movement of people,” he said.

But, Rashid added, if the security situation is improved and FSA groups are
pulled out of Afrin, it will for sure make some changes in the returnee trend
of Syrian refugees back home,”
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Mosul fears return of Daesh nightmare
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MOSUL: A deadly car bomb in Iraq’s Mosul, the first since the city was
recaptured from terrorists, has left residents shaken and terrified that past
nightmares are returning to haunt them.

The blast late on Thursday hit the popular Abu Layla restaurant in Mosul, the
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northern city that for three years served as Daesh’s Iraq headquarters.

When residents awoke to the scene of destruction on Friday morning, they
feared their bloody past with Daesh was not yet behind them.

“We were liberated, so we thought that security was back,” said Mossab, a 25-
year-old restaurant employee.

“But now it’s worse than ever.”

Three people were killed and 12 wounded in the bombing, medical and security
sources said.

The restaurant suffered significant damage. One side, which sits on a road
junction, seemed to have its windows blown out and the facade partly sheared
off.

The cars in the street all had shattered or cracked windscreens and were
covered in black ash and debris.

Mossab’s car, parked nearby, was one of them.

“I’ve been working for four years to save up to buy it, but it all went in
the blink of an eye,” he said, devastated.

More violence

Iraqi security forces were deployed outside the restauarant on Friday,
standing guard as cleaning crews worked to remove the debris. 

Residents nervously came to inspect the damage.

Khodor Ali, a 38-year-old who lives nearby, was worried there would be more
violence.

“If the security situation stays like this, then our future is in the
gutter,” he said.

Troops and paramilitaries recaptured Mosul in July last year, months before
the government declared Daesh had finally been defeated in Iraq.

But the group still carries out bloody hit-and-run attacks, mostly in the
rugged mountains of the north and in desert areas along the western border
with Syria.

Security forces frequently arrest suspected terrorists or break up sleeper
cells, and are still uncovering Daesh tunnels and hideouts in Mosul.

There was no immediate claim of responsibility for Thursday’s attack, but a
statement by security forces blamed it on “terrorists.”

Ali said Iraqi officials were at least partly to blame for Thursday night’s
attack.



“If they weren’t able to protect the city, they shouldn’t stay,” he said
angrily.

“The only thing these officials want are senior posts. They told us, ‘IS
(Daesh) is finished’ — but then there’s a car bomb that kills innocent
people.”

Corruption

City officials have pointed the finger at the security forces deployed across
Mosul.

“One of the main reasons we’re seeing a deterioration of the security
situation is that there are too many decision-makers,” said member of
parliament for Mosul, Ahmad Al-Jarba.

Between Iraq’s central military command and the Hashed Al-Shaabi paramilitary
force, both of which are stationed in and around Mosul, there were mixed
signals on security, Jarba said. He said endemic corruption had also played a
role.

Iraq is the 12th most corrupt country in the world, according to monitoring
group Transparency International.

Mosul’s residents have shouldered much of the rebuilding themselves, opening
restaurants and shops along the Tigris river that divides the city.

But after Thursday’s blast, the spectre of IS seems closer than they had
thought.
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